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Preface

This guide explains how to migrate Oracle WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
provisioned in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic region to the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure region.

Topics:

• Audience

• Documentation Accessibility

• Related Documents

• Conventions

Audience
This guide is intended for users who want to migrate their WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service instances provisioned on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure. To complete the migration procedures described in this document, you
must have access to an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure tenancy with policies that allow
you to create the required resources. This document assumes that you are familiar
with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?
ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/
lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
if you are hearing impaired.

Related Documents
Documentation for Oracle WebCenter Portal Cloud Service is available in the Oracle
Cloud library on the Oracle Help Center.

Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:
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Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated
with an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for
which you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code
in examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.
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1
Learn About Migrating to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

Learn about the advantages of provisioning WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure, and get an overview of the procedure for migrating your
WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic to
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Topics:

• Why Migrate to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

• About the Migration Scope

• About Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

• About the Migration Task Flow

Why Migrate to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Oracle encourages you to migrate your existing cloud resources from Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic regions. You can gain several advantages by doing so.

In Oracle Cloud, you provision resources in specific regions, which are localized to
geographic locations. A region supports either the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic
or Oracle Cloud Infrastructure platform.

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure is Oracle's more modern infrastructure platform that's
based on the latest cloud technologies and standards. It typically provides better
performance than Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure also
has more predictable pricing and lower costs in terms of Oracle Compute Units
(OCPUs) per hour. Most importantly, Oracle continues to invest in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, including the addition of new regions, services, and features. See Data
Regions for Platform and Infrastructure Services.

You can benefit from these additional administrative features in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure when you migrate your cloud resources from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic:

• Organize cloud resources into a hierarchy of logical compartments.

• Create fine-grained access policies for each compartment.

About the Migration Scope
Before migrating your existing WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance to Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure, consider the scope of migration described in this migration guide.

This guide provides the detailed procedure to migrate your WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service instance. The guide uses the following terminology:
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• Source instance: Refers to the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance running
on Oracle Java Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

• Target instance: Refers to the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance running
on Oracle Java Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Your source instance might be provisioned in the development topology or the
enterprise deployment (EDG) topology. When you migrate your source instance to
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, regardless of the topology used, you migrate it to the
deployment topology. After the migration is complete, if you want to use the EDG
topology, you need to scale out the nodes to configure them for high availability.

This guide does not include detailed procedures on the configuration of basic Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure security, network, and storage resources that might be required to
support your instance. Instead, this guide provides references to the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure documentation as appropriate.

This guide does not include detailed procedures on the migration of Oracle WebLogic
Server users, groups, or policies from the source instance to the target instance. This
includes users and groups that are defined in the default WebLogic Server
authentication provider (embedded LDAP), as well as users and groups that exist in an
external identity provider like an LDAP server. Refer to the migration (export/import)
capabilities of your identity provider.

About Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Get familiar with basic Oracle Cloud Infrastructure security, network, and storage
concepts, and their equivalent concepts in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

Cloud resources in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure are created in logical compartments.
You also create fine-grained policies to control access to the resources within a
compartment.

You create instances within an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure region. You also specify an
availability domain (AD), if supported in the selected region. Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic does not use availability domains.

A virtual cloud network (VCN) is comprised of one or more subnets, and an instance is
assigned to a specific subnet. In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic, you assign
instances to IP networks or the shared network. Typically, you create one subnet for
the shared network, and create a separate subnet for each IP network in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic. Note that unlike Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic, Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure does not allow you to reserve IP addresses for platform services.

A subnet's security lists permit and block traffic to and from specific IP addresses and
ports. In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic, an instance's access rules provide similar
capabilities, although security lists are configured at the subnet level.

Instances can communicate with resources outside of Oracle Cloud by using Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect, which provides a fast, dedicated connection to your
on-premises network. This service is equivalent to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
FastConnect Classic. Alternatively, use IPSec VPN in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure as a
replacement for VPN as a Service (VPNaaS) or Corente in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic.

A bucket in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage can be used to store files and
share them with multiple instances. A user's generated authentication token (auth
token) is required to access the bucket. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage

Chapter 1
About Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
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Classic provides the same service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic, but does not
use auth tokens.

To learn more, see Key Concepts and Terminology in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
documentation.

About the Migration Task Flow
Get an overview of the process that you'll use to migrate your existing WebCenter
Portal Cloud Service instance from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic to Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure.

Perform the tasks listed in the table to migrate your source instance.

Task Description

Prepare to export the source
instance

Ensure that your existing WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic meets
migration requirements.
See Prepare to Migrate .

Create the target instance Provision WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in the
development topology in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Ensure
your instance meets the infrastructure requirements,
including storage and database requirements.
See Create the Target Instance.

Back up the target instance Back up the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance you
provisioned in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.
See Back Up the Target Instance.

Export the WebCenter Content
schema

Export the source WebCenter Content schema from Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic to generate the database dump.
See Export WebCenter Content Schema.

Export WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service

Run the exportWebCenterApplication WLST command
to export WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic to a .par portal archive file.
See Export WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

Copy artifacts to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

Copy the exported WebCenter Content and WebCenter
Portal Cloud Service artifacts to a temporary location in
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.
See Copy Artifacts to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Import the WebCenter Content
schema

Import the WebCenter Content schema from the source
instance into the target instance in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.
See Import WebCenter Content Schema.

Import WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service

Run the importWebCenterApplication WLST command
to import the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service export archive
from the source instance into Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.
You must also synchronize user information and restart your
WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance.
See Import WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

Chapter 1
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Task Description

Perform post-migration tasks Test your migrated instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
and clean up the resources in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic.
Also, scale out the nodes where WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service, WebCenter Content, and Oracle Inbound Refinery
(IBR) are installed and enable Elasticsearch on these nodes.
Perform this task if you want to provision your instance in the
EDG topology for high availability.

See Complete the Post-Migration Tasks.

Chapter 1
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2
Prepare to Migrate WebCenter Portal
Cloud Service to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

Ensure your WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance meets migration requirements.

Topic:

• Prepare to Migrate

Prepare to Migrate
Plan to migrate your source WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

• Release number: Ensure your source instance is running on release 12c
(12.2.1.3) in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

• Downtime requirements: The migration process in this guide does not impact the
availability of your source instance on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic. The
source instance continues to run and can serve client requests during this
process. After migrating your source instance successfully, you can reroute clients
to the new target instance.

• Backup: Ensure that you back up your WebCenter Portal Cloud Service domain
and database schema in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

• Oracle Cloud Infrastructure shapes: To ensure your migrated instance has the
same performance characteristics as the source instance, and can support an
equivalent workload, choose Oracle Cloud Infrastructure shape(s) that most
closely map to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic shape(s) that you specified
when you created the source instance. See:

– About Shapes in Using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Compute Classic

– Compute Shapes in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure documentation

• Oracle Cloud Infrastructure network: Before creating your target instance,
create new Oracle Cloud Infrastructure compartments, virtual cloud network
(VCN), and subnets for your instance, or use existing ones that were created
previously. See Prerequisites for Oracle Platform Services in the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure documentation.

• Users: Ensure that users are identical in both the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure regions. If a shared identity store is not
used, migrate the users.

Verify that all users assigned the Administrator role in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic exist in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Upon import, users listed in the
security policy of WebCenter Portal Cloud Service are checked against the identity
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store configured for the domain. If a user is not found, policies associated with that
user are removed.

Chapter 2
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3
Migrate Your WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service Instances to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

Provision WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and then
migrate the resources and applications from your source instance in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic to the target instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Topics:

• Create the Target Instance

• Back Up the Target Instance

• Export WebCenter Content Schema

• Export WebCenter Portal Cloud Service

• Copy Artifacts to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

• Import WebCenter Content Schema

• Import WebCenter Portal Cloud Service

Create the Target Instance
Provision WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Before creating your target instance, ensure that you've completed the prerequisite
tasks to create the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure network. See Prerequisites for Oracle
Platform Services in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure documentation.

Your source instance might be provisioned in the development topology or the
enterprise deployment (EDG) topology.

• If your source instance is provisioned in the development topology, then provision
your target instance in the development topology.

• If your source instance is provisioned in the EDG topology, then first provision your
target instance in the development topology. Then after you've migrated the
database schema, portal export archive, and other resources to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, you'll scale out the target instance for the EDG topology.

Provisioning your target instance in the development topology involves the following
tasks:

• Creating a database in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

• Creating an Oracle Java Cloud Service instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

• Installing WebCenter Portal Cloud Service

• Configuring a load balancer
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• Installing Portlet Server

• Adding users to Oracle Unified Directory

For creating a database, see Managing Bare Metal and Virtual Machine DB Systems
in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure documentation. For specific instructions about
provisioning WebCenter Portal Cloud Service, see the "Provision with the development
topology" tutorial for the latest release on the Tutorials page in Oracle Help Center.

While provisioning your target service instance, ensure that it meets the following
requirements:

• The instance uses the same database version as the one configured for the
source instance.

• There is sufficient space to migrate your content. If you are migrating the content
to the database, ensure the target database has more space than your Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic database. If you are migrating the content to the file
system, ensure the volume containing the vault and weblayout directories has
sufficient space on the target instance. By default, these directories are stored
under the path /u02/d02/shared.

Back Up the Target Instance
Back up the target WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance provisioned in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure.

1. Use a Secure Shell (SSH) client to connect as the opc user to the administration
server VM in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

ssh -i private_key opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address

Where, private-key refers to the private key file required to connect to the
administration server, and OCI_admin_server_ip_address refers to the IP address
of the administration server for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

2. Switch to the oracle user and copy your domain files to a temporary location (/
tmp) in the instance.

sudo su oracle
cp -R /u01/data/domains/domain_name /tmp

Where, domain_name refers to the domain where WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
is provisioned.

3. Copy the application directory for your domain to a temporary location in the
instance. You can create a separate directory to copy the application directory.

mkdir /tmp/domain_name_app
cp -R /u01/app/oracle/middleware/user_projects/applications/
domain_name /tmp/domain_name_app

Where, domain_name_app refers to the directory you create to copy the application
directory.

Chapter 3
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Export WebCenter Content Schema
Export the source WebCenter Content schema and generate the database dump in
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

To export the WebCenter Content schema from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic:

1. Connect to the database instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

ssh -Y -i private_key opc@OCIC_DB_ip_address

Where, private-key refers to the private key file required to connect to the
database instance, and OCIC_DB_ip_address refers to the IP address of the
database instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic.

2. Create a directory and grant permissions on the directory.

sudo mkdir -p /stage/dump
sudo chmod 777 /stage/dump

3. Switch to the oracle user and connect to the database as sysdba.

sudo su oracle 
\"sys/password_for_OCIC_DB@OCIC_DB_serviceName as sysdba\" 

Where, OCIC_DB_serviceName refers to the value for DatabaseServiceName in the
blueprint.xml file, which is located in your instance at the path /u02/d01/
autodeploy/linux64.

If your instance is using RAC DB, then use the following command to connect:

sudo su oracle
sys/Password_for_RAC_DB@hostname_one_node_of_RAC_DB:RAC_DB_Listner_Port/
OCIC_DB_serviceName as sysdba

For example:

sys/password@wcpdbrac12311:1522/PDB1.example.com as sysdba 

You can find the values in the blueprint.xml file.

4. Create the DMPDIR directory and grant file permissions.

CREATE DIRECTORY DMPDIR AS '/stage/dump'; 
GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DMPDIR TO public;  
GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DMPDIR TO system;
exit

Chapter 3
Export WebCenter Content Schema
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5. As the oracle user, export the source schema to generate the database dump (for
example, OCIC_OCS.dmp).

expdp \"sys/password_for_OCIC_DB@OCIC_DB_serviceName as sysdba\" 
SCHEMAS=OCIC_OCS DUMPFILE=OCIC_OCS.dmp LOGFILE=Export.log 
DIRECTORY=DMPDIR

Where, the OCIC schema refers to the schema prefix of the database. You can find
the value in the blueprint.xml file.

If your instance is using RAC DB, then use the following command to export the
source schema:

expdp SCHEMAS=OCIC_OCS DUMPFILE=OCIC_OCS.dmp LOGFILE=Export.log 
DIRECTORY=DMPDIR

When prompted for user name, enter details in the following format:

sys/Password_for_RAC_DB@hostname_one_node_of_RAC_DB:RAC_DB_Listner_Port/
DB_serviceName as sysdba

6. Copy the generated database dump (OCIC_OCS.dmp) to your local machine.

For this, first copy the file to a temporary location on the database instance.

cp full_path_of_OCIC_OCS.dmp /tmp
exit

You'll be logged in as the opc user. Now, grant opc the permission on
OCIC_OCS.dmp, and exit from the database instance.

sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/OCIC_OCS.dmp
exit

Next, copy the database dump file from the database instance to your location
machine.

scp -i private_key -r  opc@OCIC_DB_ip_address:/tmp/OCIC_OCS.dmp 
location_on_your_local_machine

You will later copy the file from your local machine to the VM where WebCenter
Portal Cloud Service is provisioned in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Export WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
Export your WebCenter Portal Cloud Service provisioned in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic to a .par portal export archive.

To export WebCenter Portal Cloud Service from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic:

1. Ensure all associated web services and portlet producers are running and
accessible.

Chapter 3
Export WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
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2. If your source instance is provisioned in the EDG topology for high availability,
shut down the scaled out nodes where WebCenter Portal Cloud Service,
WebCenter Content, and Oracle Inbound Refinery (IBR) are installed.

3. Connect to the administration server VM in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.
Then, switch to the oracle user and launch WebLogic Scripting Tool (WLST).

ssh -i private_key opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address
sudo su oracle
cd /u01/app/oracle/middleware/oracle_common/common/bin/
./wlst.sh

Where, private-key refers to the private key file required to connect to the
administration server, and OCIC_admin_server_ip_address refers to the IP
address of the administration server for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service. You can
find the IP address under the WebLogic section on the Instance Overview page of
your Oracle Java Cloud service instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

4. At the WLST command prompt, enter the following command to connect to the
administration server for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service:

wls:/offline>connect('user_name','password', 'protocol:host_name:port_number')

Where:

• user_name is the username used as the administrator for WebCenter Portal
Cloud Service. For example, weblogic. This is the username you specified for
Local Administrative Username while creating the Oracle Java Cloud Service
instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

• password is the password for the administrator of the Java Cloud Service
instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

• protocol is the protocol for connecting to the administration server. This is an
optional parameter.

host_name is the host name of the administration server.

• port_number is the port number of the administration server.

For example:

connect('weblogic','Password', 't3://wcpctjaas20190121000628-wls-1:9071')

5. Run the exportWebCenterApplication WLST command to generate the .par file
using the following syntax:

exportWebCenterApplication(appName, fileName, connectionFileName, 
server)

Where:

• appName is the name of the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application, which
is always webcenter.

• fileName is the name of the export archive (.par file) to which you want the
export to be written.

Chapter 3
Export WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
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• connectionFileName is the name of the connections file to which connections
are exported.

• server is the name of the managed server where WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service is provisioned. 

The following example exports the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application
hosted on the myDomain_server_1 managed server to a file named
WebCenterExport.par.

exportWebCenterApplication(appName='webcenter', 
fileName='WebCenterExport.par',
      connectionFileName='connection.properties', 
server='myDomain_server_1')

6. If Portlet Server is installed, export the portlet client metadata and producer
customizations and personalizations using the following syntax:

exportPortletClientMetadata(appName, fileName, server)

Where:

• appName is the name of the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application, which
is always webcenter.

• fileName is the name of the export archive (.ear file) to which you want to
export the metadata.

• server is the name of the managed server where WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service is provisioned. 

The following example exports the Portlet Server metadata to a file named
portletClient.ear for your instance hosted on the myDomain_server_1 managed
server.

exportPortletClientMetadata(appName='webcenter', 
fileName='portletClient.ear',
      server='myDomain_server_1')
exit()

7. Copy the generated .par file and the connection.properties file to your local
machine.

For this, first copy the files to a temporary location on the instance. Next, assign
the opc user the permission on files, and exit the instance. Then, copy files from
the instance to your location machine.

cp WebCenterExport.par /tmp
cp connection.properties /tmp
exit
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/WebCenterExport.par 
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/connection.properties
exit 
scp -i private_key -r opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
WebCenterExport.par location_on_your_local_machine

Chapter 3
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scp -i private_key -r opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
connection.properties location_on_your_local_machine

If Portlet Server is installed in your instance, then along with other files copy the
metadata file and change its file permission as well. For example:

cp WebCenterExport.par /tmp
cp connection.properties /tmp
cp portletClient.ear /tmp
exit
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/WebCenterExport.par 
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/connection.properties
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/portletClient.ear
exit 
scp -i private_key -r opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
WebCenterExport.par location_on_your_local_machine
scp -i private_key -r opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
connection.properties location_on_your_local_machine
scp -i private_key -r opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
portletClient.ear location_on_your_local_machine

8. At this point, also copy managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg and the exported
files and folders to your local machine:

a. Connect to the administration server VM, switch to the oracle user, and copy
the managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg file from the location /u01/data/
domains/domain_name/ucm/cs/bin.

Here, managed_server_name refers to the managed server where WebCenter
Content is deployed, and domain_name refers to the value of the ASERVER_HOME
parameter in blueprint.xml.

ssh -i private_key opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address
sudo su oracle
cp /u01/data/domains/domain_name/ucm/cs/bin/
managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg /tmp

b. From the managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg file, identify the location of the
IntradocDir, VaultDir, and WeblayoutDir directories, and copy the
directories to a temporary location on the source instance.

cp -avr full_path_of_IntradocDir /tmp
cp -avr full_path_of_VaultDir /tmp
cp -avr full_path_of_ WeblayoutDir /tmp
exit

c. Change the ownership of the copied files and directories to the opc user.

sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/IntradocDir
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/VaultDir
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/WeblayoutDir
exit

Chapter 3
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For example:

sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/myDomain_server_1_intradoc.cfg
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/shared
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/vault
sudo chown -R opc:opc /tmp/weblayout
exit

d. Copy these files and folder to your local machine:

scp -i private_key -r  opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg location_on_your_local_machine
scp -i private_key -r  opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
IntradocDir location_on_your_local_machine
scp -i private_key -r  opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
VaultDir location_on_your_local_machine
scp -i private_key -r  opc@OCIC_admin_server_ip_address:/tmp/
WeblayoutDir location_on_your_local_machine

You will later copy these files from your local machine to the VM where
WebCenter Portal Cloud Service is provisioned in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Copy Artifacts to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Copy the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service artifacts that you exported from Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

To copy the exported artifacts to a temporary location in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure:

1. Stop the managed servers where WebCenter Content and WebCenter Portal are
installed in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. If you've Portlet Server installed, stop its
managed server too.

2. Copy the database dump (for example, OCIC_OCS.dmp) to the database instance
for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Ensure the
necessary disk space is available.

a. Connect to the database instance.

$ ssh -i private_key opc@OCI_DB_ip_address

Where, private-key refers to the private key file required to connect to the
database instance, and OCI_DB_ip_address refers to the IP address of the
database instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

b. Create a directory to copy the artifacts, then grant permissions on the
directory, and exit the database session:

$ sudo mkdir /stage/dump 
$ sudo chmod 777 /stage/dump
exit
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c. Copy the database dump file to the database instance. Run this command
from your local machine where the database dump is present (for example, /
scratch/dump/OCIC_OCS.dmp).

$ scp -i private-key /scratch/dump/OCIC_OCS.dmp 
opc@OCI_DB_ip_address:/stage/dump

d. Connect to the database instance, and then change the directory permissions.

$ ssh -i private-key opc@OCI_DB_ip_address
$ sudo chown -R oracle:oinstall /stage/dump

3. Migrate the file system artifacts to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Ensure the
necessary file permissions are granted, and the disk space is available.

a. Connect to the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance by using the SSH
key.

ssh -i private-key opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address

Where, private-key refers to the private key file required to connect to the
administration server, and OCI_admin_server_ip_address refers to the IP
address of the administration server. You can find the IP address under the
WebLogic section on the Instance Overview page of your Oracle Java Cloud
service instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

b. Create a directory to copy the artifacts. This directory is referred as the staging
location.

$ sudo mkdir /stage 
$ sudo chmod 777 /stage
exit

c. Copy IntradocDir, VaultDir, and WeblayoutDir from your local machine as
follows:

scp -i private-key -r /
location_of_IntradocDir_on_your_local_machine 
opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address:/stage
scp -i private-key -r /location_of_VaultDir_on_your_local_machine 
opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address:/stage
scp -i private-key -r /
location_of_WeblayoutDir_on_your_local_machine 
opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address:/stage

Alternatively, you can use the rsync command to migrate the file system data
to WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. The rsync
is the recommended option to handle errors and recovery. The following
sample rsync command has the checksum option enabled.

 $ rsync -avzh --checksum /scratch/source/ -e 'ssh -i private-key' 
opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address:/stage
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d. Connect to the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance and change the
ownership to the oracle user.

ssh -i private-key opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address
sudo chown -R oracle:oracle /stage/IntradocDir
sudo chown -R oracle:oracle /stage/VaultDir
sudo chown -R oracle:oracle /stage/WeblayoutDir

4. From your local machine, copy the .par file (for example, WebCenterExport.par)
and the connection.properties file that you exported from Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic. Copy the files to a temporary location on the WebCenter
Portal managed server in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

$ scp -i private-key /scratch/export/WebCenterExport.par 
opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address:/stage
$ scp -i private-key /scratch/export/connection.properties 
opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address:/stage

5. Connect to the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance and change the file
ownership to the oracle user.

ssh -i private-key opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address
$ sudo chown -R oracle:oracle /stage/WebCenterExport.par 
$ sudo chown -R oracle:oracle /stage/connection.properties

6. If Portlet Server is installed in your source instance, then copy the metadata as
well to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Also, change the ownership to the oracle
user. For example:

$ scp -i private-key /scratch/export/portletClient.ear 
opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address:/stage
$ sudo chown -R oracle:oracle /stage/portletClient.ear

Import WebCenter Content Schema
Import the WebCenter Content schema from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic to
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. This includes importing the database schemas, copying
the artifacts, and reconciling WebCenter Content files.

To import the WebCenter Content schema into the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure:

1. Connect to the database instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure.

ssh -Y -i private_key opc@OCI_DB_ip_address

Where, private-key refers to the private key file required to connect to the
database instance, and OCI_DB_ip_address refers to the IP address of the
database instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.
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2. Import the database dump and remap the imported schema to the target schema
name (for example, OCI_OCS). You can find the schema name by accessing the
WebLogic console of WebCenter Portal Cloud Service and checking the user in
the properties of the connection pool for the datasource, for example CSDS. If your
instance is associated with RAC DB, you can find the user name from the db1-
csds or db2-csds datasources.

Import Schemas from a Non-Pluggable Database

Use the following steps if your database is a non-pluggable database:

a. Search for the sequences and drop the sequences to ensure values from
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic are restored.

$ $ORACLE_HOME/bin/sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> select * from dba_sequences where sequence_owner = 'OCI_OCS';
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQCOLID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQDOCID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQPRID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQREFINERYJOBID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQREVCLASSID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQREVID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQWFID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQWFSTEPID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQLKCLASSID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQSSXATOKENCTR";

b. As the sys user, execute the following commands:

CREATE DIRECTORY DMPDIR AS '/stage/dump'; 
SQL> GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DMPDIR TO public; 
SQL> GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DMPDIR TO system; 
SQL> exit

c. Import the source schema dump. It is recommended to use
table_exists_action=replace option instead of
table_exists_action=truncate. Use the sys user like sys as sysdba.

$ impdp \"sys/password_for_OCI_DB@OCI_DB_Name as sysdba\" 
remap_tablespace=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS remap_schema=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS 
dumpfile=OCIC_OCS.dmp logfile=Import.log 
table_exists_action= replace DIRECTORY=DMPDIR

Where, OCI_DB_Name refers to the value for DatabaseServiceName. In the
remap_tablespace and remap_schema parameters, OCIC refers to the schema
prefix of the database in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic, and OCI refers to
the schema prefix of the database in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You can find
the values in the blueprint.xml file on your instances.

If your instance is using RAC DB, then use the following command to import
the source schema:

$ impdp \"sys/
Password_for_RAC_DB@hostname_one_node_of_RAC_DB:RAC_DB_Listner_Port/
DB_serviceName as sysdba\" 
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remap_tablespace=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS remap_schema=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS 
dumpfile=OCIC_OCS.dmp logfile=Import.log 
table_exists_action= replace DIRECTORY=DMPDIR

Note:

During the import of source schema dump if you encounter the
following errors you can ignore them.

ORA-31684: Object type USER:"OCI_OCS" already exists
ORA-31684: Object type TYPE:"OCI_OCS"."CONTENT_SNIPPETS" 
already exists
ORA-31684: Object type TYPE:"OCI_OCS"."SEARCH_RESULT_ROW" 
already exists
ORA-31684: Object type 
TYPE:"OCI_OCS"."SEARCH_RESULT_COLLECTION" already exists
ORA-31684: Object type PACKAGE:"OCI_OCS"."CONTENT_SEARCH" 
already exists
ORA-31684: Object type 
PACKAGE_BODY:"OCI_OCS"."CONTENT_SEARCH" already exists

Import Schemas from a Pluggable Database

Use the following steps if your database is a pluggable database:

a. Search for the sequences and drop the sequences to ensure values from the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic instance are restored.

$ $ORACLE_HOME/bin/sqlplus sys@databse_name as sysdba
SQL> select * from dba_sequences where sequence_owner = 'OCI_OCS';
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQDOCID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQPRID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQREVCLASSID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQREVID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQWFID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQWFSTEPID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQLKCLASSID";
SQL> drop sequence "OCI_OCS"."IDCSEQSSXATOKENCTR";

b. As the sys user, execute the following commands:

CREATE DIRECTORY DMPDIR AS '/stage/dump'; 
SQL> GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DMPDIR TO public; 
SQL> GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DMPDIR TO system; 
SQL> exit

c. Import the source schema dump. It is recommended to use
table_exists_action= replace option instead of
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table_exists_action=truncate. Use the sys user like sys@databse_name as
sysdba.

$ impdp \"sys/password_for OCI_DB@OCI_DB_Name as sysdba\" 
remap_tablespace=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS remap_schema=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS 
dumpfile=OCIC_OCS.dmp logfile=Import.log 
table_exists_action= replace DIRECTORY=DMPDIR

Where, OCI_DB_Name refers to the value for DatabaseServiceName. In the
remap_tablespace and remap_schema parameters, OCIC refers to the schema
prefix of the database in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic, and OCI refers to
the schema prefix of the database in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You can find
the values in the blueprint.xml file on your instances.

If your instance is using RAC DB, then use the following command to import
the source schema:

$ impdp \"sys/
Password_for_RAC_DB@hostname_one_node_of_RAC_DB:RAC_DB_Listner_Port/
DB_serviceName as sysdba\" 
remap_tablespace=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS remap_schema=OCIC_OCS:OCI_OCS 
dumpfile=OCIC_OCS.dmp logfile=Import.log 
table_exists_action= replace DIRECTORY=DMPDIR

Note:

During the import of source schema dump if you encounter the
following errors you can ignore them.

ORA-31684: Object type USER:"OCI_OCS" already exists
ORA-31684: Object type TYPE:"OCI_OCS"."CONTENT_SNIPPETS" 
already exists
ORA-31684: Object type TYPE:"OCI_OCS"."SEARCH_RESULT_ROW" 
already exists
ORA-31684: Object type 
TYPE:"OCI_OCS"."SEARCH_RESULT_COLLECTION" already exists
ORA-31684: Object type PACKAGE:"OCI_OCS"."CONTENT_SEARCH" 
already exists
ORA-31684: Object type 
PACKAGE_BODY:"OCI_OCS"."CONTENT_SEARCH" already exists

3. Use an SSH client to connect to your administration server VM in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure and switch to the oracle user.

ssh -i private_key opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address
sudo su oracle

Where, private_key refers to the private key file required to connect to the
administration server, and OCI_admin_server_ip_address refers to the IP address
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of the administration server for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

4. Back up the IntradocDir, VaultDir, and WeblayoutDir directories in your
instance. Then move the exported artifacts from the staging location to the actual
location in the instance.

a. Identify the directory paths of IntradocDir, VaultDir, and WeblayoutDir. The
actual directory paths must be read from the
managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg file from the location /u01/data/
domains/domain_name/ucm/cs/bin/managed_server_name_intradoc.cfg.

Note:

As UserProfilesDir is not set, IntradocDir/data/users/profiles
is considered by default.

b. Back up the IntradocDir, VaultDir, and WeblayoutDir directories. For
example:

cp -r /u02/d03/shared/ /u02/d03/shared.bak
cp -r /u02/d02/shared/runtime/domain_name/UCM_Cluster/cs/
vault /u02/d02/shared/runtime/domain_name/UCM_Cluster/cs/vault.bak
cp -r /u02/d02/shared/runtime/domain_name/UCM_Cluster/cs/
weblayout /u02/d02/shared/runtime/domain_name/UCM_Cluster/cs/
weblayout.bak

c. Remove the existing contents from the IntradocDir, VaultDir, and
WeblayoutDir directories.

d. Move the content from the staging location to IntradocDir, VaultDir, and
WeblayoutDir. For example:

mv /stage/shared/* /u02/d03/shared
mv /stage/vault/* /u02/d02/shared/runtime/domain_name/
UCM_Cluster/cs/vault
mv /stage/weblayout/* /u02/d02/shared/runtime/domain_name/
UCM_Cluster/cs/weblayout

5. Reconcile the WebCenter Content configuration files. The primary configuration
file is IntradocDir/config/config.cfg, and its values will be reconciled with the
backed up target.

• Copied from the staging location: /u02/d03/shared/config/config.cfg

• Backed up target location of the file: /u02/d03/shared.bak/config/
config.cfg

a. Use the following parameters from the backed up target and remove the
corresponding ones from the existing config.cfg file.

• IDC_Name

• HttpServerAddress
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b. Reconcile the parameters in IntradocDir/data/providers/
ibr_outgoing_provider_ocic_jcs_instance-wls-1/provider.hda of the
source and target as follows:

• Copied from the staging location:/u02/d03/shared/data/providers/
ibr_outgoing_provider_ocic_jcs_instance-wls-1/provider.hda

• Backed up target: /u02/d03/shared.bak/data/providers/
ibr_outgoing_provider_oci_jcs_instance-wls-1/provider.hda

• Use the following parameters from the backed up target and remove the
corresponding ones from the existing provider .hda file.

– HttpServerAddress

– IDC_Name

– IntradocServerHostName

6. Start the WebCenter Content Server managed server and ensure it is accessible.

7. Sign in to WebCenter Content Server console using the syntax host:port/cs.

8. Navigate to Administration, then Admin Actions, and perform the full-index
rebuild. Wait till this operation completes successfully. Also, perform users, roles,
and content sanity checks.

Note:

1. Typically, custom components are also migrated if installed as
recommended. Oracle does not support custom components added in
an ad-hoc manner through component wizard by targeting
component’s .hda files located at random filesystem paths, which may
not be migrated.

2. If you notice database temp table space running out of space, then find
the appropriate .dbf file and alter to autoextend. For example:

SQL> select * from dba_temp_files;
SQL> alter database TEMPFILE '/u01/app/Oracle/oradata/testdb/
OCIC_ocstemp.dbf'
autoextend on maxsize unlimited;

Import WebCenter Portal Cloud Service
Import the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application from Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

To import the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application:
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Note:

In a clustered environment, before importing the WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service application, ensure the Portlet server and server_1 on which
WebCenter Portal Cloud Service is provisioned are up and running.

1. If your source instance has Portlet Server installed, then modify the following
parameters in the connection.properties file to point to the Portlet Server URLs
of the target instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

• jpdkProducerConnection.Omniprod.url

• wsrpProducerConnection.wsrptools.url

The connection.properties file is the file that you copied to the temporary
location (for example, /stage) on your target instance.

2. Connect to the administration server VM in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Then,
switch to the oracle user and launch WebLogic Scripting Tool (WLST).

ssh -i private_key opc@OCI_admin_server_ip_address
sudo su oracle
cd /u01/app/oracle/middleware/oracle_common/common/bin/
./wlst.sh

3. At the WLST command prompt, enter the following command to connect to the
administration server for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service:

connect('user_name','password', 'protocol:host_name:port_number')

Where:

• user_name is the administrator for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service. For
example, weblogic. This is the username you specified for Local
Administrative Username while creating the Oracle Java Cloud Service
instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

• password is the password for the administrator of the Oracle Java Cloud
Service instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

• protocol is the protocol for connecting to the administration server. It's an
optional parameter.

• host_name is the host name of the administration server.

• port_number is the port number of the administration server.

For example:

connect('weblogic','password','t3://myhost.example.com:9071')

4. Run the importWebCenterApplication WLST command using the following
syntax:

importWebCenterApplication(appName, server, fileName, 
connectionFileName, directoryPath, type)

Where:
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• appName is the name of the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application, which
is always webcenter.

• server is the name of the managed server where WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service is provisioned.

• fileName is the name of the export archive (.par file) you want to import.

• connectionFileName is the name of the connections file from which
connections from the source instance are imported.

• directoryPath is the file path where the import report is stored.

• type is to specify that the archive is to be importing into the cloud. Specify the
value as WCPCS.

The following example imports the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application
from the export archive WebCenterExport.par and the Portlet Server connections
from the connection.properties file.

importWebCenterApplication(appName='webcenter', server='wcpoci_1', 
fileName='/stage/WebCenterExport.par', connectionFileName='/stage/
connection.properties', directoryPath='/stage/report', type='WCPCS')

5. If Portlet Server is installed, import the portlet client metadata and producer
customizations and personalizations using the following syntax:

importPortletClientMetadata(appName, fileName, server)

Where:

• appName is the name of the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application, which
is always webcenter.

• fileName is the name of the import archive (.ear file) that you want to import.

• server is the name of the managed server where WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service is provisioned. 

The following example imports the Portlet Server metadata from a file named
portletClient.ear for your instance hosted on the myDomain_server_1 managed
server.

importPortletClientMetadata(appName='webcenter', 
fileName='portletClient.ear',
      server='wcpoci_1')

6. Synchronize the user details from your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic
instance with the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure instance. Run the
synchronizeUserInformation WLST command using the following syntax:

synchronizeUserInformation (appName, operationType, fileName, 
component, dbVendor, dbHostNPort, dbName, dbSchemaName, verbose)

Where:

• appName is the name of the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service application, which
is always webcenter.
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• operationType is the type of operation. Specify RENAME GUID to change the
GUID associated with one or more users.

• fileName is the fully qualified path to the file (including the file name) which
contains the list of users to be synchronized. 

• component is the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service component in which to
synchronize the users. Choose ALL.

• dbVendor is the database vendor.

• dbHostNPort is the database host and port. Use the format: host:port.

• dbName is the database name or sid.

• dbSchemaName is the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service database schema
name.

• verbose is the flag to generate summary (0) or detailed output (1).

When prompted, enter the database password for the schema.

The following example changes the GUID associated with the user listed in the
GUIDMappingFile.properties file for all components of WebCenter Portal Cloud
Service.

synchronizeUserInformation 
(appName='webcenter',operationType='RENAME_GUID',fileName='/stage/
GUIDMappingFile.properties', component='ALL', dbVendor='Oracle', 
dbHostNPort='ziptestwcpdb:
1521',dbName='ORCL.fmwcert.ucfc2z3a.usdv1.oraclecloud.com', 
dbSchemaName='FU893_WEBCENTER' , verbose=1)

7. Restart your WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

a. In Fusion Middleware Control Console, navigate to the home page for
WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

b. In the Target Navigation menu, expand Webcenter, then Portal, then Server,
and select the managed server where WebCenter Portal is provisioned.

c. From the WebCenter Portal menu, select Control, and then select Start Up.

d. Click Close.
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4
Complete the Post-Migration Tasks

After migrating your source instance to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, test your instance,
and perform cleanup and other configuration tasks. If you want to configure high
availability for your instance in the EDG topology, then scale out the nodes.

Topics:

• Test the Migrated Service Instance

• Configure the Target Instance for the EDG Topology

• Clean Up Resources in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic

Test the Migrated Service Instance
After successfully migrating your WebCenter Portal Cloud Service instance to Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure, verify that the instance is functioning correctly.

1. In your browser, navigate to WebCenter Portal Cloud Service logon page using
the following URL format:

https://loadbalancer_IP/webcenter

Where, loadbalancer_IP is the IP number of the load balancer configured for
WebCenter Portal Cloud Service. Ensure you've opened port 9073, which is the
default port of the WebCenter Portal Cloud Service managed server. If your
instance is provisioned in the EDG topology, then open port 9200 as well.

2. Specify your administrator credentials to log on to the instance. Administrator
credentials are the user name and password you specified while creating the
Oracle Java Cloud Service instance for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure.

3. Navigate to your portals, and verify they are functioning correctly.

4. Verify that your portlet producer connections are appearing correctly in the
migrated instance.

a. Navigate to the Administration page in WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

b. Click Tools and Services, and then click Register Portlet Producers .

c. On the Portlet Producer page, verify that your migrated connections are listed
correctly.

Configure the Target Instance for the EDG Topology
If your source instance is provisioned in the EDG topology, then after migrating it to
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, configure it for high availability. This involves scaling out
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the nodes where WebCenter Portal Cloud Service, WebCenter Content, and Oracle
Inbound Refinery (IBR) are installed and enabling Elasticsearch on these nodes.

Note:

Skip this topic if you do not want to configure your instance for high
availability offered in the EDG topology.

1. Scale out the VM/node where WebCenter Portal Cloud Service, WebCenter
Content, and Oracle Inbound Refinery (IBR) are installed.

For specific instructions on scaling out the nodes, see "Scaling Out the WebCenter
Portal Cloud Service/WebCenter Content/IBR Node" in the "Provision with the
EDG topology" tutorial for the latest release on the Tutorials page in Oracle Help
Center.

2. Make Elasticsearch available on all scaled out nodes/VMs.

For specific instructions on scaling out the nodes, see "Enabling Elasticsearch on
Scaled Out Nodes" in the "Provision with the EDG topology" tutorial for the latest
release on the Tutorials page in Oracle Help Center.

Note:

Except scaling out the nodes and enabling Elasticsearch, you don't need
to perform the other tasks listed in the tutorial as you already completed
them while provisioning your target instance in the development
topology.

Clean Up Resources in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic
After testing your migrated instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, you can delete the
source instance and supporting resources in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

Delete these Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic resources to avoid costs for services
that you no longer use.

1. Access the Oracle Java Cloud Service console.

2. Delete the Oracle Java Cloud Service instance that you created for WebCenter
Portal Cloud Service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.

a. Click Manage this instance  for the service instance, and then select
Delete.

b. Enter the Database Administrator User Name and Database Administrator
User Password for the infrastructure schema database.

Alternatively, select Force Delete if you plan to delete this database as well.

c. Click Delete.

3. Access the Oracle Database Cloud Service console (Database Classic).
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4. Delete the Oracle Database Cloud Service instance that you created in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic to support your Oracle Java Cloud Service instance
for WebCenter Portal Cloud Service.

Do not delete a database if it is still in use by other services.

a. Click Manage this instance  for the database instance, and then select
Delete.

b. When prompted for confirmation, click Delete.

5. Access the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage Classic console (Storage
Classic).

6. Delete the object storage containers that you created in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic to support your Oracle Java Cloud Service instance.

Do not delete a container if it is still in use by other services.

a. Click the delete icon  for the container.

b. When prompted for confirmation, click OK.
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